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Agenda

 Fast and slow data and fast and slow thinking - understanding your 
analytic goals

 The two big data successes

 Big data for data delivery, separated from product and application

 Big data in a product, as core for the product 

 Minimum Viable Product, agile, and the curse of bad data

 Getting data out of deliverables

 Data characteristics

 Summary

“The whole problem with the world is that fools and fanatics are always so certain of 
themselves and wiser people so full of doubts.” Bertrand Russell
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Setting up a big data organization in an established business

My recent experience

 My current role is leading data innovation (primarily big data) in a 
Fortune 500, and building an enterprise data hub.

Been here almost 2 years, initiated MDM, DG, DQ, DS as well 

 It turns out that using big data techniques, we can deliver that data 
much better/faster to market/cheaper than existing teams

We are now delivering substantial parts of many new systems. 
Our typical time to market is 6-8 weeks, vs. 6+ months for the 
company historically  we are morphing into a data delivery 
team, rather than just data intermediators

 In many cases, RDBMS is a better solution and we use that a lot

Lots of streaming data, lots of dashboards

If any of you are interested in big data issues, especially Hadoop, Kafka, 
Spark, Hive – lets discuss
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Classic big data: the old school is batch and Hadoop centric

Hadoop

HDFS
Hive
Map Reduce

Sqoop JDBC

Hadoop fs -get

Flume

Sqoop JDBC

Hadoop fs -put

Flume
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Newer Big Data

live data stream from Kafka
Spark

Streaming

Spark
Microbatches

Scala 
program 

with
analytic 
outputKafka, Spark, Flink, Storm, 

Samza, Yarn, Mesos…
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Big data as an agent of change

 Big data is becoming a mix of:

data for new apps (as in big data is central to the app)

old data (a/k/a transactional data)

everything that was left on the floor

 Big data is more about techniques that support horizontal scaling 
than about data size or volume/velocity/variety

And sometimes public clouds (private clouds are generally jokes)

 The big wins in big data are generally new capabilities/apps – not 
warehousing in big data 

Keeping everything is power later on
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MVP - Minimum Viable Product

 Key experience is

Waterfall generally doesn’t align with requirements  agile and 
devops work better if staff is very able (your staff probably is 
not!)

There is always conflict between structure and innovation 
innovators dilemma says controlled enterprises cannot innovate 
as well as disruptors (are you part of the problem?)

 Data products generally are layered

Core data that is clearly defined, and is business critical 

Layers around that are product based, not business function 
based

 Focusing on the core data for innovation is critical to allow 
applications to get real feedback

 Always try to push out the core data part first and reviewed

even if the rest of the data is not yet ready
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Getting data out of deliverables

 Roadmaps to data landscapes generally fail

 Consider a set of tactical plans that make data deliverables  part of 
other projects

 In relatively short time, critical data will be identified

Roadmap into strategy works better than top down “strategic 
initiatives” for most

But most things underfunded or with log deliverables fail

 In effect, this becomes a data sub-project to each major 
development initiative

 This is one of the rare cases where a “data tax” is justifiable 
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The two big data successes

 Established data areas generally fail at big data
Often branding it a success (but still)

Wrong projects, people, skills, attitude, SDLC, management…. 
 Support and conflict with established power

 Success 1: Data lake
And related ILM
 Especially if it uses as-raw-as-possible data

Big data has not solved the ETL question, just confuses people 
about it

 Success 2: Product for-purpose use of big data technology
Better, faster, cheaper
 In many cases, old-school will work for large company IT

But big data (as a brand) sometimes gets you out of paralyzing 
paradigms: cost, process – controls meant for maintenance that 
block innovation 
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Summary

 Choose your big data paradigms: fast data vs. batch 

 Data is often used by what you can get, not by what is best

 Data delivery should be separated from product and application 
delivery. Winners have the most valuable data – use of big data 
make data more valuable is a clear win

 Big data is mostly a lever for applications. From a data perspective, it 
is mostly a secondary EDW/ODS

 Minimum Viable Product works from a data perspective

 Roadmap and strategy work for big data, but strategy is politically 
hard with high risk


